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ABSTRACT

Research has revealed that significant barriers exist when entering

Open-Source Software (OSS) communities and that women dispro-

portionately experience such barriers. However, this research has

focused mainly on social/cultural factors, ignoring the environment

itself — the tools and infrastructure. To shed some light onto how

tools and infrastructure might somehow factor into OSS barriers

to entry, we conducted a field study with five teams of software

professionals, who worked through five use-cases to analyze the

tools and infrastructure used in their OSS projects. These software

professionals found tool/infrastructure barriers in 7% to 71% of the

use-case steps that they analyzed, most of which are tied to new-

comer barriers that have been established in the literature. Further,

over 80% of the barrier types they found include attributes that are

biased against women.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Open source projects rely on a community of volunteers to thrive

and grow [62], and such a community needs newcomers for its

sustenance and growth. However, newcomers to Open-Source Soft-

ware (OSS) can find it to be a hostile environment [42], with barriers

to joining a community ranging from receiving delayed answers,

to outdated documentation, to bad code quality [52]. As a result,
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newcomers drop out at a high rate — for example, one recent study

reported that 82% of newcomers dropped out after one contribution

to Apache Hadoop (an OSS project) [54].

In addition to needing new talent, OSS communities also need

diverse talent. Social diversity has a positive effect on productivity,

teamwork, and quality of contributions [27, 57]. One type of diver-

sity is gender diversity, and research shows that gender diversity

positively affects productivity in OSS communities [57].

However, women are even more underrepresented in OSS than

in the field of computer science as a whole, making up a small

percentage—(less than 10%) of OSS contributors in the OSS commu-

nity [16, 44]. Ghosh et al. report an even lower figure: a scant 1.5%

of OSS contributors are women [23]. Researchers are beginning

to investigate how gender biases play out in OSS communities.

For example, one recent study reported that when the gender of

women “outsiders” (newcomers/non-core contributors) was iden-

tifiable, their pull request acceptance rates were 12% lower than

those of women whose gender was not identifiable from their pro-

files [55]. Several other investigations shed additional insights into

gender bias in OSS [21, 22, 39, 57]; we discuss these and others in

the Related Work section (Section 4).

However, none of these works consider whether the tools and

infrastructure that newcomers use to contribute to OSS are com-

plicit in creating these barriers. These tools and infrastructure are

the main ways in which OSS (newcomer) contributors interact with

the project (team) and learn the contribution process. If the tools

and infrastructure are implicated in creating barriers or a gender

bias, this can greatly discourage newcomers, especially women.

To help fill this gap, we conducted a field study consisting of

five real-world teams of software professionals to study newcomer

barriers and gender through a new perspective — the perspective

of using OSS tools and infrastructure. These teams used a software

inspection method to analyze OSS projects for barriers that new-

comers to these projects would face. Our aim was to see what tools

and infrastructure can reveal about issues effecting newcomers and

women, and how they might be contributing to these issues.

This paper is the first investigation into:

• What can be learned about OSS communities’ issues using the

perspectives of tools and infrastructure.

• Ways the tools and infrastructure in OSS may be implicated in

barriers that newcomers face.

• The link between tools, newcomer barriers, and gender biases.

2 METHODOLOGY

To investigate whether and how tools and infrastructure contribute

to newcomer barriers and gender biases in OSS communities, we
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ran a field study in which teams of software professionals walked

through OSS use-cases involving tools and infrastructure using a

method called GenderMag [4, 5] while we observed them. Gender-

Mag is a “theory-of-mind” method. Theory-of-mind describes the

human ability to infer (to some extent) another human’s goals and

behaviors [24], and is the foundation behind devices like personas,

Cognitive Walkthroughs (CWs), and GenderMag.

Our study spannedmultiple tools and infrastructure. The projects,

use-cases and teams gender make-up is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Five teams evaluated various use-cases on three OSS

products. Graph database teams are from the same company

Teams’ Gender

Make-Up
Project Use Cases

Team V 2 male team

A cloud

computing

software

1. Use GitHub issue tracker

to find an issue

2. Find help with pull

requests on GitHub

Team W
1 female, 2

male team

A graph

database

Get familiar with the open

source project and find a

task to work on.

Team X 2 male team

A database

for stream

and soil

quality

1. Use GitHub issue tracker

to find an issue

2. Find help with pull

requests on GitHub

3. Reviewing submitted pull

request

Team Y 2 female team
A graph

database
Set up the environment.

Team Z
1 female, 2

male team

A graph

database
Set up the environment.

We used multiple forms of triangulation as our validation strat-

egy. Specifically, we triangulated the software professionals’ results

(1) against each other, to validate their analytical accuracy; (2)

against prior empirical results, on both barriers that newcomers

face and on gender biases in other kinds of tools; and (3) against the-

ory, to validate their results against theoretical models of newcomer

barriers and gender differences in cognitive strategies.

We considered validating against a survey of disgruntled OSS

newcomers, however, conducting such a survey using GitHub data

would miss two critical populations: interested newcomer men and

women who had not yet tried GitHub (thus not in GitHub data),

and disgruntled newcomer men and women who had left OSS

before contributing because the barriers were too great. Another

path to validation would have been a lab study, which would also

encounter issues with reaching the right population. For example,

using students not already inOSS (thereby by definition newcomers)

has several ecological validity issues, one of which is that theymight

not be particularly motivated to engage with OSS.

2.1 The teams and their projects

Three of the five teams conducted their evaluations at an IBM

facility in California. Eight IBM professionals signed up to evaluate

a newcomer experience for that project. They worked in teams:

three-person teams in the first two sessions, and a two-person team

in the third session.

Prior research [46, 52] has reported two actions hindering new-

comers’ first contribution to OSS projects (1) a newcomer identify-

ing a task to start with and (2) setting up the environment to make

his/her first contribution. The IBM teams used these findings as

use-cases during their sessions. Specifically, they used Abby (the

persona described in Section 2.2) on each of these use-cases, which

had been subdivided into a set of subgoals to achieve the use-case,

and actions (steps) that could achieve each subgoal.

The other two teams participated in sessions a few months later.

These teams were employees of an Open Source Lab (OSL), at the

Oregon State University, which hosts one of the largest number of

Open Source projects in the world. Two teams each comprised of

two software professionals participated. Each team evaluated OSS

projects on which they were active contributors. Since each team

was evaluating their own project, they chose how to subdivide the

use-cases into a set of subgoals and actions that they envisioned

for an OSS developer joining their project.

2.2 The Process

The OSS teams used a process called GenderMag to look for is-

sues in the tools and infrastructure in the projects they analyzed.

GenderMag, short for Gender Inclusiveness Magnifier, is a method

for software developers to find issues in software, with a particu-

lar strength at finding gender-inclusiveness issues [5]. To use the

method, the teams used materials provided in a GenderMag “kit”.

The kit’s instructions had been slightly updated between the IBM

and the OSL sessions, but the method was the same.

GenderMag’s foundations lie in a decade of research about peo-

ple’s individual problem-solving strategies and how they tend to

cluster by gender. Any of these problem-solving styles, or facets, is

at a disadvantage when not supported by software.

These five problem-solving facets are: (1) The motivations of

females to use technology are statistically more likely to be for

what it helps them accomplish, whereas for males more likely to be

for their interest and enjoyment of technology itself [3, 6, 8, 20, 28,

31, 48]. (2) Females statistically have lower computer self-efficacy

(confidence) than males within their peer sets, which can affect

their behavior with technology [3, 6, 9, 20, 25, 29, 40, 41, 49]. (3)

Females tend statistically to be more risk-averse than males [17],

surveyed in [59], and meta-analyzed in [11], and risk aversion in

technology can impact users’ decisions as to which feature sets to

use. (4) Statistically, more females than males process information

comprehensively — gathering fairly complete information before

proceeding — but more males than females use selective styles

— following the first promising information, then backtracking if

needed [12, 15, 35, 36, 43]. (5) Females are statistically more likely

to prefer learning software features in process-oriented learning

styles and less likely than males to prefer learning new software

features by playfully experimenting ("tinkering") [3, 7, 10, 28, 45].

GenderMag embeds these facets in a set of four customizable per-

sonas — “Abby”, “Pat(ricia)”, “Pat(rick)” and “Tim”. Each persona’s

purpose is to represent a subset of a system’s target users as they re-

late to these five facets. The teams used a version of “Abby” (Figure

1) for which we had ascribed to her a background consistent with

being an OSS newcomer. Specifically, this Abby was a 22-year-old

American college student in her final year as a Computer Science

major, with experience in a number of programming languages
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Figure 1: The Abby persona used in this study. Her back-

ground was edited to be consistent with that of an OSS new-

comer. (Portions elided, others enlarged for readability.)

(including the languages used by the projects) and with various

version control systems, but not GitHub. Abby’s other attributes,

including her problem-solving facets, remained unchanged.

GenderMag systematizes use of these personas with a specialized

Cognitive Walkthrough (CW) [50, 60]. The CW is a long-standing

inspection method for software developers and designers to identify

usability issues for new users to a program or feature. Empirical

research has previously established that a high percentage of issues

CWs reveal are indeed valid issues (i.e., that CWs have a low false

positive rate). For example, Mahatody’s survey reports false positive

rates ranging from about 5% to about 10% [34]; i.e., CWs are about

90% reliable at finding issues. The GenderMag CW has likewise

shown higher than 90% reliability at finding issues; it also has

shown 81% reliability at predicting which of these issues are gender

inclusiveness issues [5]. Further, following up on the problems

found can lead to more inclusive tools and environments [33] [5][2].

In a GenderMag CW, evaluators answer three specific questions

through the lens of their persona’s problem-solving facets — one

question about each subgoal in the detailed use-case, and two CW

questions about each action:

SubgoalQ: Will <persona> have formed this subgoal as a step to

their overall goal? (Yes/no/maybe, why, what facets did you use)

ActionQ1: Will <persona> know what to do at this step? (Yes/

no/maybe, why, what facets did you use)

ActionQ2: If <persona> does the right thing, will s/he know s/he did

the right thing and is making progress toward their goal? (Yes/no/

maybe, why, what facets did you use).

We’ll refer to each of the above questions as a “step” in their

analysis process. As the software professionals walked through

the use-cases according to this process, we audio-video recorded

their discussions. Our data consisted of these recordings and their

written responses to the CW questions above.

2.3 Analysis Methodology

To analyze the data, we used a qualitative coding approach [47] to

categorize the software professionals’ verbalizations and written

responses, structuring our coding scheme to answer the following

three research questions:

RQ1: What kinds of issues can be revealed by looking at OSS

through the lens of tools and infrastructure?

RQ2: Are tools and infrastructure complicit in causing newcomer

barriers? If so, how?

RQ3: Are there newcomer barriers to OSS contribution that are

gender biased? If there are, in what ways are they biased?

As a base for our barriers codeset, we used the newcomer bar-

rier model proposed by Steinmacher et al.[51]. These barriers are

further explained in Section 3.2. For our facets codeset, we reused

a codeset from prior work [4], which has one code per each facet

from Section 2.2. As in that prior work, because the term “familiar”

is used in four facets, we used a “familiar” code when the software

professionals used that term without being more specific, and then

divided its counts across the four facets that refer to familiarity: Mo-

tivations, Computer Self-Efficacy, Risk Aversion, and Learning by

Process vs by Tinkering. We also added a code “general” when the

software professionals referred to Abby’s set of facets as a whole,

and divided its counts across all five facets. Finally, we rounded

fractional totals using a ceiling function, to avoid reporting zeros

for non-zero activity.

For tractability of the barriers codeset, we broke up the large

codeset of 24 barriers into 5 smaller code groups, each containing

4-6 barrier types. For each smaller codeset, two researchers inde-

pendently coded 21% of the data and then compared their results

to calculate agreement using the Jaccard index. Their agreement

rate was very high: 95%, 95%, 100%, 91%, and 99% agreement re-

spectively for the five barrier code groups, so they then divided up

the coding of the remaining data. For the facet analysis, the process

was similar: two researchers independently coded the same 20% of

half of the data and calculated their level of agreement using the

Jaccard index, and another two researchers independently coded

another 20% of the other half of the data. At the same time, they

also did a validity coding: i.e., they coded instances in which the

participants had misunderstood a facet, such as if they attributed

to Abby facet values opposite of those given in the persona. The

researchers achieved 98% and 90% agreement, respectively, on their

half of the data. Given this high level of agreement, they then split

up the data and finished coding independently. The researchers’

agreement with the participants’ understanding of the facets was

also very high: 97% of the time the participants’ use of the facets was

consistent with the way the facets were described on the persona,

lending confidence to the software professionals results.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Tool and infrastructure issues in OSS
contribution

RQ1: What kinds of issues can be revealed by looking at OSS

through the lens of tools and infrastructure?

The teams of software professionals identified issues in almost

half the use-case steps they analyzed: a total of 75 issues in the

164 steps. Further, they identified issues in every use-case. Table 2
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shows the number of issues the software professionals found for

each use-case. As the table shows, the count of issues per use-case

ranged from just one (when reviewing a submitted pull request)

to 40 (when setting up the environment). By percentage, the most

problematic use-case was “Use GitHub issue tracker to find an

issue”, for which the software professionals found issues in 71% of

the steps they evaluated.

Table 2: The rate of issues found by use case. In 3 of the 5 use

cases, over half the CW steps results in an issue

Use-Case

# of

Issues

Found

% of issues

found per steps

evaluated

Use GitHub issue tracker to find an issue 12 71% (12/17)

Find help with pull requests on GitHub 13 54% (13/24)

Get familiar with the open source project

and find a task to work on
9 53% (9/17)

Set up the environment 40 44% (40/91)

Reviewing submitted pull request 1 7% (1/15)

The types of issues the software professionals found spanned a

broad spectrum — far beyond bugs and UI issues in tools and infras-

tructure. For example, as Table 2 shows, the software professionals

found a sizeable proportion of issues in both community-oriented

use-cases (e.g., 54% in “find help with pull requests on GitHub”) and

in more technical use-cases (44% in “setting up the environment”).

Table 3 details a few examples of the issues they found in these

use-cases. These examples give a glimpse into the broad spectrum of

issues the tools and infrastructure revealed — ranging from unclear

terminology in the documentation to missing information on how

to contribute, to unexplained processes for submitting pull requests.

In fact, pull requests had numerous issues. (Pull requests are a

contribution model in GitHub, whereby the contributor requests a

project maintainer to “pull” the source code to the repository.) A

few examples relating to pull requests in Table 3 were that Team

X-P61 pointed to the difficulty of navigating the interface; Team

Y-P54 and Y-P55 both found the terminology unclear; and Team

X-P62 found issues with processes the community left unexplained.

This suggests that fixing tool and infrastructure issues in OSS

requires more than a tool-fixing perspective. A deeper investigation

is needed into how a community whose only access point is via

tools and infrastructure can support the people in that community.�

�

�

�
Insight 1: Tools and infrastructure reveal issues far beyond tool

bugs and UI issues; rather, they reveal a wide range of issues

across a socio-technical spectrum.

3.2 Tool issues affecting newcomers to OSS

RQ2: Are tools and infrastructure complicit in causing newcomer

barriers? If so, how?

To consider how the barriers in using tools and infrastructure

might relate to newcomers, we draw on the “58 Barrier Model”

identified by [52]. This model identifies the types of barriers that

newcomers face categorized into six groups: Newcomers’ Char-

acteristics (NC), Newcomers’ Orientation (NO), Reception Issues

Figure 2: 58 newcomer barriers identified by [52]. Portions

elided for clarity. Dark circles are in barrier codeset. Light

circles were found in our data.
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Table 3: The software professionals found a broad spectrum of issues across both tools and infrastructure.

Quote (Team-Participant)
Issue the tool/infrastructure causes or

magnifies

Team V-P60:“Wait this is how to set up the development in [a Ruby framework] rather than... why to do this. It

talks about how, but not where to find things to work on”
Missing information on how to contribute

Team W-P51:“...my interpretation is that from the contributing.md the first step is to sign the CLA and the action

is to get to the code tab. I don’t think the UI directed us to click on the code tab...”

Nonintuitive user interface for getting

started steps

Team X-P62:“Man, this is a hard one...maybe she’d be like ‘I know my stuff works’ but ‘I don’t really know what

a pull request looks like”’

Unexplained process the community

expects

Team X-P61: “...the hard part about pull requests is to find the button.” Where is the button on the interface?

Team Y-P54:“Yeah this terminology ..."Push upstream"...I think the terminology is very geeky...[and] masculine.” Unclear terminology in the documentation

Team Y-P55:“dude language.” Unclear terminology in the documentation

Team Z-P57:“it’s not very [clear], I would think it’s maybe, because Abby is new, and she may not even know

what a CLA is.”

Terminology in the contributing

documentation is undefined

(RI), Cultural Differences (CD), Documentation Problems (DP), and

Technical Hurdles (TH).

We coded participants’ written entries and verbalizations using a

subset of the 58 Barrier Model. The criteria for inclusion of a barrier

type into our codeset were that the barrier must be (1) applicable

to the use-cases our participants used, and/or (2) directly pertinent

to one or more of the Abby’s characteristics. 24 of the 58 barrier

types fit these criteria. The resulting codeset is marked in Figure 2.

The figure shows the top layers and leaf nodes of the barrier set

[52]; dark circles and an abbreviation for each barrier mark the 24

barriers types in our codeset.

Of the issues identified by our participants, 92% of them (69

of the 75 issues) matched newcomer barrier types in our codeset.

This is a high rate of consistency between the results that the

software professionals found through the perspective of tools and

infrastructure in use-cases, and prior empirical research into types

of barriers newcomers experience [51].

Most barrier types were instantiated multiple times in the issues

that the software professionals found: in fact, as Figure 3 shows, 17

barrier types were instantiated at least 5 times in the issues that the

software professionals had found. These 17 barrier types spanned

five out of the six barrier categories [52]. In one sense, this shows

a “multiplier” effect — since almost every issue that the software

professionals found was tied to multiple barrier types.

In total, the software professionals reported 220 newcomer bar-

riers (Table 4 column 2), which spanned across all of Steinmacher’s

barrier categories. Interestingly, despite using tools and infrastruc-

ture (documentation) to analyze for barriers, fewer than half of the

barriers they found (56+36/220 = 42%) were in the categories of

Technical Hurdles or Documentation. Barriers unrelated to tools

and infrastructure (newcomer characteristics (27%) and community-

oriented barriers (31%)) made up the remaining 58% of barriers.

These results show that tools and infrastructure are repeatedly

implicated across all six categories of newcomer barriers [52].

Table 7 provides concrete examples of all of the newcomer barrier

types that the teams identified. An example of a barrier type in

the Newcomers’ Orientation subgroup is NO4 (“newcomers don’t

know the contribution flow”), where Team Z discusses problems

with the documentation (in the readme) as well as about the CLA

(contributor license agreement). This barrier type was identified

by all five teams. In fact, the barrier types: NC2, NC4, and NC5 in

the Newcomer Characteristics subgroup were identified by all the

teams, implying these barrier types are pervasive and were found

across all use-cases.

Figure 3: Number of newcomer barriers in each barrier type.

The issues spanned all except 3 barrier types. (The abbrevia-

tions used are those given in Figure 2.)

In order to ensure the consistency of our results, we triangulated

them in two ways. First, we compared results from teams to each

other. We looked at the 24 barrier types for each; if two or more

teams identified a barrier type, we considered that an agreement.

Additionally, if no team identified a barrier type we considered

that an agreement. We had 17 barrier types identified by two or

more teams and three identified by no team giving us 20/24 or 83%

agreement amongst teams. This data is presented in Table 7, which

shows that for the most part, the software professionals agreed

with each other. Second, we triangulated the breakdown of our

categories presented in Table 4 to an existing barrier literature [51].

To do this we compare the percentage breakdowns of our categories

to the percentage breakdowns of categories presented in [51] as

shown in Figure 4. Notably we are comparing only the 24 barrier

types we coded and their categories to the same 24 barrier types

and categories in [51].

These results indicate that the tools and documentation in OSS,

the very things that are meant to help newcomers make contri-

butions, are working against them in multiple ways. Particularly

concerning is that the top barrier types are common elements of
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Figure 4: Participants identified newcomer barrier cate-

gories consistently with prior literature [51]. (Light blue =

Participants’ results, Dark blue = Prior literature [51])

Table 4: Despite software professionals evaluating tools and

infrastructure, fewer than 50% of barriers identified related

to tools or infrastructure.

Steinmacher’s

Barrier

Categories

Barriers

in

Toolsi

Barriers w/

Facet(s)

Mentionedii
Most identified barrieriii

Technical

Hurdles
56 37 (66%)

Building workspace

locally (TH1: 32).

Documentation 36 23 (64%)
Unclear documentation

(DP3: 16).

Newcomer

Characteristics
60 51 (85%)

Lack of knowledge in

project processes and

practice (NC4: 21).

Community Barriers:

Cultural

Differences
7 6 (86%)

Some newcomers need

to contact a real person

(CD1: 7).

Reception

Issues
5 2 (40%)

Not receiving an

answer (RI1: 4).

Newcomer

Orientation
56 41 (73%)

Newcomers don’t know

what is the contribution

flow (NO4: 22).

Barrier Totals 220 160 (73%)

i Number of newcomer barriers found in tools. ii Number of newcomer barriers with
one or more facets mentioned. iii Most identified barrier; (barrier abbreviation:

number of occurrences).

open source projects. This suggests that newcomers are in many

ways being set up for failure with the tools and infrastructure.�

�

�

	

Insight 2: Tool issues are implicated in newcomer barriers,

encompassing all six categories of newcomer barriers. Tools

(in OSS) embed cultural and social aspects that create hurdles

to newcomers’ participation.

3.3 Gender Biases in Open Source Tools and
Infrastructure

RQ3: Are there newcomer barriers to OSS contribution that are

gender biased? If there are, in what ways are they biased?

To consider how newcomers’ barriers relate to gender diversity, we

used the facet codeset described in Section 2.2.

Recall that the GenderMag facets are derived from research

on how people’s individual problem-solving strategies (Motiva-

tions, Information Processing Style, Computer Self-Efficacy, Risk

Aversion, Learning: by Process vs. by Tinkering) can cluster by

gender [4], and that persona Abby had one common set of val-

ues for these facets. When newcomer barriers match these facets,

those newcomer barriers disadvantage newcomers with Abby’s

problem-solving strategies. And since Abby represents facets that

disproportionately affect women, this means that these newcomer

barriers disadvantage women newcomers.

Of the 24 newcomer barrier types, the software professionals

found 20 out of the 24 to match to at least one of the gender diver-

sity facets. This means that 83% of barrier types were implicated

to have gender bias. Similarly, of the 220 instances of newcomer

barriers, 160 matched to at least one of the facets. Thus, 73% of new-

comer barrier instances identified by the software professionals

also suggest some sort of gender bias.

Since many barriers were associated with facets, we wanted to

know if there were some facets that were systemically unsupported.

The software professionals instead found a wide range of gender

biases resulting from a combination of all the facets (shown in Table

5). The least used facet was Information Processing style (it was

still associated with 48% of barriers). Motivations, Risk Aversion,

and Learning: by Process vs. by Tinkering were found in 71%-72%

of barriers. Self-efficacy was identified in 88% of the barriers. This

is especially worrying, since this implies that women newcomers

with self-efficacy similar to that of Abby are having their confidence

further eroded by the gender biases in the OSS tools.

Table 8 provides examples of the facets that were implicated. As

an example, Team Y-P55 said that “Abby will be cautious” while

referencing how Abby would need to submit a Pull Request to

GitHub. This is an example of risk aversion being mapped to a

Technical Hurdle (TH2, “lack of information on how to send a

contribution"), as well as Newcomer Orientation (NO4, “Newcomers

don’t know the contribution flow").

The study also revealed a deeper problem: multiple facets were

often associated with a single step in the use case. For example,

Team X-P62 talked about “Abby searching for a task to start” (Table

8). P62’s first quote implicates three facets. When we investigate

Team X’s session further, this story emerges. P62 says that maybe

Abby would like to find an easy task because of low self efficacy:

P62:“maybe her computer self-efficacy would be the reason why

she would choose an easier task.”

Next they discuss about Abby’s motivations for finding a task.

P62:“maybe her motivations...maybe her information processing

style...”

P61:“you knowwhat I think [if Abby is a paid OSS employee]...boss

says go fix an issue right and you just click on something...”

P62 then brings up how Abby would first search for all the available

information on straightforward issues suitable for a newcomer.

P62:“[Her] Information processing style [would] be useful...she’d

wanna gather all the easy tasks and then decide.”

However, there were only two tasks suitable for a newcomer in

the repository, not giving Abby much choice, which may have

prompted the following form entry at the end of the use-case:
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P61:“Abby is feeling lost, flustered..., as it is daunting and resources

provided would be counter-productive to the way Abby likes to

learn. She would get lost down a rabbit hole of information and

trying to get all the things she needs to know. She’d get lost and

confused quickly. [The OSS project name] is tough.”

This exchange makes it clear that, even before attempting to

work on an OSS project, someone like Abby might be discouraged

by barriers in the tools and infrastructure. This is consistent with

past work which has said that participating in OSS is a long, multi-

step process which can be discouraging to newcomers [52].

We validated the software professionals by triangulating with

prior empirical work. Teams in our study identified gender inclu-

siveness issues in 53 of 164 tool and infrastructure features (32%).

This is consistent with prior literature, which has reported an av-

erage of 25% and a range of 14% to 56% of the features that teams

evaluated having gender-inclusiveness issues [2, 4]. Then, we deter-

mined if the software professionals were consistent in their coding

of facets across sessions. We marked a barrier type as in agreement,

if at least two sessions marked the same facet with a barrier type.

Additionally, if all five sessions found no facet to match a barrier

type, that barrier (type) was also marked as an agreement. The

other cases (only one team marked a facet with a barrier type)

was considered a disagreement. Table 6 shows the total number of

agreements across the 5 sessions. There were 24 barrier types, and

each barrier could be assigned up to five facets (for a total of 24*5 =

120 barrier-facet mappings). The data shows that in the majority of

the cases (101 out of 120 barrier-facet mappings (84%)) the software

professionals agreed with each other.

Thus, barriers that affected Abby’s facets were a common oc-

currence: the software professionals often identified how multiple

barriers can interact to make things worse for Abby. In 142 of the

160 cases where the software professionals identified gender bias,

they identified more than one facet. On average, they identified 3.5

facets per instance of gender bias. This high rate of facet identifi-

cation indicates that women newcomers face gender biases from

multiple angles when using tools to contribute to OSS.�

�

�

�
Insight 3: The tools and infrastructure are implicated with

causing gender biases. This may play a role in why women are

underrepresented in OSS.

Table 5: The software professionals identified gender biases

across all of Abby’s problem-solving facets

Mi Infoii SEiii Riskiv L-PTv

Barriers types

that matched to

each facet

72%

(115/160)

48%

(76/160)

88%

(140/160)

71%

(114/160)

71%

(114/160)

i M = Motivations ii Info = Information Processing Style iii SE = Computer

Self-Efficacy iv Risk = Risk Aversion v L-PT = Learning: by Process vs. by Tinkering

4 RELATEDWORK

4.1 Social issues of OSS

Several studies have investigated the process through which new-

comers join an OSS project. Newcomers typically follow a “joining

script" in which they start with peripheral contributions (discussing

Table 6: In most cases, the software professionals agreed

upon which facets were important.

Agreements Mi Infoii SEiii Riskiv L-PTv Total

Multiple teams 17 12 17 17 16 79

# of teams 4 6 4 4 4 22

Total agreement

rate

21

(88%)

18

(75%)

21

(88%)

21

(88%)

20

(83%)

i M = Motivations ii Info = Information Processing Style iii SE = Computer

Self-Efficacy iv Risk = Risk Aversion v L-PT = Learning: by Process vs. by Tinkering

or commenting in mailing lists), and as they become part of the

community they move to more central roles (having direct commit

access) [18, 37, 38, 58]. However, this long, multi-step process, of

joining a project discourages newcomers from becoming contribu-

tors. For example, a 5-year investigation of contributions patterns

in OSS project Apache Hadoop [54], reported that less than 20%

of newcomers become long-term contributors. A key problem is

getting a response from the open source software community: Von

Krogh et al. [58] found that 10% of newcomers may have left the

Freenet OSS community because they did not receive a reply to

their initial posting. Jensen et al. [30] found similar results in their

analysis of four OSS projects.

Researchers have studied how the social aspects of the “joining

script” impact newcomers. For example, OSS projects rarely pro-

vide formal mentoring, and instead expect the newcomers to find

the appropriate task that they can contribute to [18, 58]. In fact,

newcomers to OSS projects have been compared to explorers who

must orient themselves to an unfamiliar environment [14]. The

work upon which our barriers codeset draws, produced a concep-

tual model of 58 barriers faced by newcomers through a systematic

literature review, student feedback, surveys, and semi-structured

interviews with newcomers and experienced contributors in OSS

[51]. These barriers were grouped into six categories, four of which

— cultural differences, newcomers’ characteristics, reception issues,

and orientation — are social in nature [51].

Research is beginning to emerge on social/cultural issues that

particularly discourage women joining OSS communities, and on

the benefits to OSS communities of solving these issues. For exam-

ple, most Open Source communities function as so-called “meritoc-

racies” [19], in which female OSS developers report experiencing

the "imposter syndrome" [57]. Participant observation of OSS con-

tributors found that “men monopolize code authorship and simul-

taneously de-legitimize the kinds of social ties necessary to build

mechanisms for women’s inclusion" [39]. In general, cultures that

describe themselves as meritocracies tend to be male-dominated

cultures that seem unfriendly to women [56]. In fact, acrimonious

talk about which code piece should get incorporated leads to the

system being a “pushyocracy” instead of a meritocracy, and is a

prime reason why women leave OSS communities [39].

Ford et al. identified 14 barriers that affect women by interview-

ing female newcomers and experienced female online contributors

(to StackOverflow) [22]. They grouped these barriers into three

subgroups: (i) Muddy Lens Perspective (how perceptions and ex-

pectations serve as barriers); (ii) Impersonal Interactions (lack of

personal and positive interactions); and (iii) On-Ramp Roadblocks

(usage barriers that undermine interest) [22]. One of the female
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Table 7: The 24 barrier types found by teams with sample quotes. Many of the same barriers were found by multiple teams

Barrier

Typei
Example Quote

Team

V W X Y Z

NO1 Team X-P62:ii“Abby would probably prefer a less daunting task...”

NO2 Team V:iii“Because there are no contact details. She might blame herself for not being able to figure out”

NO3 Team Y-P55:“I got as a response permission denied public key. Couldn’t access”

NO4
Team Z:“Maybe. She is new to Github but after she reads the ReadMe she may know how to do it.”

Team Z-P57:“...I would think its maybe, because Abby is new, and she may not even know what a CLA is.”

NC1 Team V:“She is not able to figure it out and her self efficacy is affecting how she perseveres...”

NC2 Team W-P51:“...some hesitancy about signing the CLA...she’s just a student...be aware of even.”

NC3
Team W-P52:“...also the copyright stuff...[she may say] ‘okay, can I (Abby) contribute? because I’m doing my

work for the university”’

NC4
Team X-P62:“...maybe she’d be like well ‘I (Abby) know my stuff works but I don’t really know what a pull

request looks like.”’

NC5
Team Z:“...confused with sign in...She is new to github and the repo [repository] has a long list of files”

Team Z-P56:“...you have to sign in to commit the code. So she doesn’t know [that]...”

NC6 Team Y:“Maybe. She may not have enough experience with Github”

RI1 Team V-P59:“...we couldn’t get any way to contact this person...if I were Abby I’d leave at this point.”

RI2
Team Z-P57:“I’m not sure if they have an auto reply.”

Team Z-P58:“right, yeah, and from her point of view she just probably, waiting to get a response.”

CD1 Team W-P52:“...you have to have the CLA signed, [by] professor...”

DP2 Team X:“She has to click on the "code" button and she is distract by all the other links”

DP3 Team Y-P54:“Which directory? ...nobody would get that...”

DP4 Team Z-P57:“...actually, has a ReadMe...but she has to scroll down, to see this ReadMe file here.”

DP5 Team W-P52:“...and if they’re a student do they sign? Or is that actually the school?”

TH1
Team Y-P55:“Well it ran fine so at this point she probably thinks she is good and it [the documentation] is

probably wrong because there is no error message”

TH2
Team V:“If she just reads these guidelines for contributing to the repository and sees this, she’ll think ’I don’t

understand anything because this is what I read already and this is not telling me anything new.”

TH3 Team V:“...she will think that because she is risk averse...”

TH4 Team X:“She is curious and unfamiliar with PR. She would want to see an example”

i RI3, RI4, and DP1 were excluded because they were not mentioned by any team. ii Team<Letter>-P<#> entries were from verbal responses. iii Team<Letter> entries were from
the written forms.

participants even confessed to having a male profile on Stack Over-

flow to avoid facing bias [22]. A later investigation by Ford et al.

showed that, because of the dearth of women in technical online

communities, women disproportionately experience a lack of a

notion they term “peer parity” (seeing other women contributing

to their community)[21], but peer parity is important to women’s

continued contribution to the community.

Terell et al. [55] mined GitHub projects to understand the extent

to which gender bias affects pull request acceptance. They found

when contributors are newcomers (non-core members/outsiders)

men’s and women’s pull request acceptance rate is similar when

their gender profiles are neutral. But when their gender can be

identified men fare better. Women outsiders whose gender was

known had a lower chances (12%) of getting their Pull Requests

accepted. Vasilescu et al. through data analysis of GitHub projects

and participant surveys found that gender and tenure diversity are

significant and positive factors that affect productivity [57].

Our study complements these works on social factors by investi-

gating the role that tools and infrastructure play in creating barriers

to newcomers and gender bias.

4.2 Software, tools, and infrastructure

Current work on newcomer barriers [51] includes not only so-

cial/cultural barriers, but also technical issues: 17 out of the 58

barriers are technical hurdles [53]. (Here, technical hurdles were

defined as barriers relating to setting up the local environment,

change requests and code architecture.) Such technical hurdles

irritate or frustrate newcomers, potentially leading to demotiva-

tion. For example, although one of the tools developed to improve

the newcomer onboarding process, FLOSScoach, was successful in

improving newcomers’ experience with the contribution process

and finding project documentation [53], no significant improve-

ments were found in alleviating the technical barriers encountered

by newcomers [53]. Our work, through its focus on the tools and

infrastructure themselves, adds to what is known about tool and

infrastructure related technical hurdles.

Our investigation is the first to use tools and infrastructure as

a lens to understand the lack of diversity in OSS communities. It

draws from foundational work on gender inclusiveness issues in

software and software artifacts [5, 6, 11, 25, 31, 48]. As explained

in Section 2.2, some of this foundational work was the basis of

the GenderMag method for finding gender inclusiveness issues in

software. In a lab study of UX (User Experience) professionals [5],

over 90% of issues that the UX researchers found using GenderMag

were validated by other empirical results or field observations, and

81% of issues aligned with gender distributions of those data [5].

Several field studies have also shown its usefulness at uncovering

significant usability and gender inclusiveness issues in a variety of

domains: digital library interface [13]; in machine learning software,

printing software, and a travel site that teams at a variety of industry
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Table 8: The software professionals discussion reveals they found issues that mapped to both newcomer barriers and facets.

Team/Quote
Barrier Categories [51] Facets

NO NC RI CD DP TH M Info SE Risk L-PT

Team V-P60: “Yeah so instead of taking any issue and just trying to work on it

she will find out more about it so that is attitude toward risk and

information process...”

Team V-P60: “...she might blame herself right now”

TeamV-P59: “...that effects how she might perseveres with a task...though

she’s tried understanding, there is really not much she could work with”

Team W-P52: “Oh oh first thing’s to sign the CLA. Didn’t she (Abby) say

something about taking risk? Something about...she might be worried.”

Team W-P53: “so she definitely likes to, umm gather information before...”

Team X-P62: “...Abby would probably prefer a less daunting task...[which]

might take a while because she has comprehensive information

processing...[and] her computer self efficacy might hold her back...”

Team X-P62: “...I think that maybe hermotivations might be something

because she... learns new technologies when she needs to but she prefers

to use methods already available and comfortable...”

Team Y-P55: “Well it looks to be cautious because if she pushes something

wrong she can mess-up...”

Team Z-P57: “...she doesn’t like to learn by doing...she wants to follow the

steps”

Table 9: Triangulation of participants against: Participants, Prior Empirical Work, and Theoretical Models and Frameworks

Participants Prior Empirical Work Theoretical Models and Frameworks

Barrier
20/24 (83%) of barrier

types were agreed on

Figure 4 [51]

69/75 (92%) Issues mapped to barriers
[52]

Facet
101/120 (84%) Facet

agreement

53/164 (32%) matches field study gender barrier rate 14%-56% [4]

53/164 (32%) matches gender barrier rates 24%, 52% [2].

Gender barriers real: in field study fixing them made product

satisfaction increase [2].

Consistent with Gender theory [6].

Consistent with Information

processing theory [35].

Consistent with Risk theory [59]

organizations were creating or maintaining [4]; and on several

products at Microsoft [2]. In these field studies, software teams

analyzing their own software found gender-inclusiveness issues

in 25% of the features that they evaluated. Our work shows how

leveraging this body of work can provide new insights into factors

contributing to OSS communities’ difficulties with diversity and

with onboarding newcomers.

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Triangulation

Section 2 alluded to a multiple-triangulation validation strategy in-

volving (1) triangulating the software professionals’ results against

each other, (2) triangulating the software professionals’ results

against other empirical results, and (3) triangulating the software

professionals’ results against theoretical models and frameworks. In

this section, we bring these different kinds of triangulation together,

and summarize in Table 9.

First, triangulating the software professionals’ results against

each other validates the accuracy of the teams’ independent analy-

ses through consistency checking. Consistency checking is a kind

of “internal validity” check: it shows whether multiple teams inde-

pendently arrived at the same conclusions, even though they were

often analyzing different tools and infrastructure under different

use-cases. As Table 9 summarizes, 83% of the types of newcomer

barriers the software professionals found, and 84% of the gender-

biases found to be associated with those types of barriers were

cross-validated by one or more other teams.

Second, triangulating the software professionals’ results against

other empirical results is a kind of “external validity” check: it

shows whether the barriers the software professionals believed

would affect newcomers really do affect newcomers, and whether

the barriers believed to disproportionately affect women really

do disproportionately affect women. As Figure 4 summarizes, the

categories of barrier types included similar distribution of barriers

calculated as a percentage of the total barriers, as compared to the

category percentages in [51].

Regarding gender bias, the software professionals found gender

biases in 53 of the 164 steps that they walked through (32%). This

number is consistent with other empirical work. One field study

with four independent teams analyzing their own software products

using the GenderMag process reported gender-inclusiveness issues

ranging from 14%–56% of the steps analyzed [4]. A field study at

Microsoft reported gender-inclusiveness issues at rates of 24% and

52% of steps analyzed in two of their products. Further, that study

showed value in fixing the issues identified in this manner, namely

in a very large gain in customer satisfaction [2]. Finally, results from

a lab study showed that 81% of issues identified using GenderMag

aligned with actual gender distributions of users who experienced

those issues [5], which demonstrates the validity (precision) of the
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GenderMag process in identifying real gender-inclusiveness issues

in tools and infrastructure.

Third, triangulating the software professionals’ results against

theoretical models and frameworks validates reasonability. That

is, it shows whether the software professionals’ analytical conclu-

sions “make sense” in that there are theoretical models that would

predict, describe, and/or explain such findings. As Table 9 shows,

the barrier conceptual model [52] provides a theoretical backing

for the newcomer barriers the software professionals reported, and

the gender-inclusiveness barriers are backed by multiple theories.

5.2 Threats to Validity

Every study has threats to validity [61]. Gender diversity in OSS

communities is an emerging research field, and this study is the

first to reveal evidence of the tools and infrastructure themselves

being complicit to the lack of gender diversity in OSS. Therefore,

we must be conscious of the limitations of this study.

We report here newcomer barriers in tools and infrastructure

from the perspective of a particular type of newcomer — “Abby”.

We chose the Abby persona because past research has shown good

ability to predict gender bias in software through the use of Abby [5].

However, some women do not share Abby’s facets, and some men

do [26]. Therefore, although results may disproportionately apply

to women (because more women than men share Abby’s learning

and problem solving styles), they are not directly about gender

— anyone who even occasionally has facet values matching some

of Abby’s may experience the barriers the software professionals

identified for Abby.

Another threat to the validity of our results might be that our

study participants were experienced software professionals — we

did not survey newcomers or otherwise ask them the same ques-

tions. In Section 2, we explained the infeasibility of reaching a

population of disgruntled OSS newcomers. That is why we relied

instead on a validated method with a high reliability rate [4], and

then triangulated the results by leveraging theory and prior empir-

ical results about gender.

Finally, and perhaps most critically, at the heart of this investi-

gation was a triangulation between prior works and a new field

study. The strength of this approach is the external validity of a

field study in combination with the validation of prior controlled

studies. At the same time, it carries threats to validity in that there

is no isolation of variables, and in that prior studies were about

software in general, not about tools and infrastructure. In general,

field studies achieve real-world applicability, whereas controlled

studies achieve isolation of variables.

These threats can be addressed only by additional studies across

a spectrum of empirical methods, to isolate particular variables of

study, and to establish generality of findings over different types

of tools and infrastructure, different OSS projects, and different

populations of potential newcomers to OSS communities.

5.3 The tools perspective and the larger context

As the related literature already makes clear, tools and infrastruc-

ture are not the only issues women and newcomers face in OSS

communities. In fact, analyzing OSS projects through the lens of

tools and infrastructure revealed issues that have been identified as

newcomer characteristics and community barriers. which we find

manifest themselves in the tools and infrastructure. Beyond these,

issues of culture, values, and community abound, as others have

shown [21, 22, 39, 53, 55, 57].

Even so, as our results show, tools and infrastructure are com-

plicit in newcomer and gender-biased barriers. While these insights

may apply to other types of software, they are particularly notable

in the context of OSS.The OSS professionals in our study identified

many issues through the lens of tools and infrastructure, which

map to newcomer barriers identified in prior research [52] and also

identified gender biases in these newcomer barriers.

These gender biases may be regarded as building a “glass floor”,

a term used in the literature used to mean a persistent barrier to

entry [32]. The high number of newcomer issues in which they

were found suggests that this glass floor is multifaceted and fairly

pervasive in the tools and infrastructure. Further, it adds a “for ex-

ample” to Nafus et al.’s point that the OSS world tends to discourage

“epistemological pluralism, that is, an acknowledgement that there

are multiple ways of solving problems” [39] — our work adds that

this active discouragement extends to the tools and infrastructure.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a field study in which software

professionals evaluated tools and infrastructure from a tools per-

spective. We found that this perspective revealed insights comple-

mentary to those of prior works on OSS newcomer barriers and

gender [16, 22, 44, 55–57]. Our primary results were:

RQ1 (kinds of issues tools and infrastructure reveal): the software

professionals found issues in almost half (46%) of the use case steps

they analyzed, spanning a broad socio-technical spectrum. The tools

perspective revealed issues beyond technical and documentation

specific, to issues with the community processes that the tools and

infrastructure are intended to enable.

RQ2 (tools’ complicity in newcomer barriers): Tools and infrastruc-

ture were implicated in all six categories of previously established

newcomer barrier types — even barrier types relating to communi-

cation with newcomers, orientation processes, and the newcomers’

personal characteristics.

RQ3 (gender biases): 73% of the barriers the software profession-

als found had some form of gender bias. Moreover, most of the

instances of gender bias were implicated with multiple facets, im-

plying a pervasive lack of support for problem-solving strategies

common among women.

RQ3’s results are particularly enlightening: they suggest that

tools and infrastructure reinforce the glass floor that women new-

comers have to break through to contribute to OSS. We are among

a growing community of researchers investigating gender diversity

in OSS projects. We hope other researchers will join in working to

address the challenges of increasing software’s ability to support

and nurture diverse ways of thinking and engaging with software.

As Ashcraft and DuBow aptly put it [1]: “Women in tech do not

generally need extra help, but the current environment in which they

work does need help.”
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